
 
 

We are looking for... 
 
A Production Assistant (Part Time) 
 
As a Production Assistant at BIOHM you will be making a part time contribution to our product manufacturing; 
taking on a role in our London bio-manufacturing team, as we deliver on a variety of projects and scale up our 
operations. This is a hands-on role, which requires a flexible but hard-working person, who is willing to support 
bio-manufacturing at BIOHM, at times taking on tasks such as cleaning and waste processing, whilst also having 
good awareness to contribute to wider product development, giving feedback on how processes are functioning. 
This role would suit a student or someone looking for flexible part-time work, developing a weekly routine.   
  

What you need to be great at... 
 
Proactive problem solver | Engaged and able to follow standard procedures, whilst coming up with appropriate 
solutions and ideas on how to improve machinery, production lines and procedures.  
 
Organised and on time | Outstanding time management skills, to manage workload to achieve efficient outcomes. 
Demonstrate your ability to work independently after being given a list of tasks, whilst adhering to all safety 
guidelines, standards and material handling instructions in the facility. 
 
Climate Action Champion | Passionate about taking immediate action to address our climate crisis and determined 
to make significant impact  
 
Compulsive co-operator | Not afraid to ask for help or consult team members; able to involve, engage and lead 
other team members; able to communicate technical details and progress in a succinct and clear way; patient and 
gentle whilst explaining concepts and processes to people with different expertise.   
 
Relaxed and optimistic | Realistic and honest about not knowing something; confident in your decisions but able to 
learn from failure; motivated and determined to always try again. 
 
 
Your work will require... 
  
Ownership | Become an integral and trusted member of the production team.  
 
Getting stuff done | Delivering on tasks in an efficient and timely manner. 
 
Teamwork | Working in a team of passionate people that want to change the world is a great opportunity to make 
an impactful contribution; ask great questions, and learn from others.  
 
 
What you will be doing... 
 
Material production | Efficiently operate factory equipment and work with the team on the process as a whole. 
Support the making process, processing by-products, measuring, grading and feeding batches of raw material into 
production machinery. Packaging the materials giving a final inspection and check for defects and be able to 
identify and distinguish between colors and textures. Training will be provided.  
 
Manufacturing | Assist and support the Product Development team by giving feedback on how manufacturing 
processes are working and suggesting how they can be improved 



 
 

 
Equipment maintenance | Ensure all machinery runs smoothly and tools and equipment are in excellent working 
condition, by cleaning, polishing and generally looking after machinery in the way you are trained to do so 
 
Warehouse upkeep | Ensure the warehouse is clean and tidy, ready for day-to-day activity, outside of production 
hours 
 
Location | London, UK           Start Date | September 2021 
 
Part Time/Flexible | Approximately 20 hours a week 
London Living Wage Hourly Pay  
 
 
We want (you) to join (y)our revolution! 
 
If you do too, please fill out the form at the bottom of the page and we will be in touch shortly. 

 


